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ABSTRACT: Recent proposals by the G7 (and Russia) to clamp down on “terrorists” and “terrorism” do not define that which is prohibited. Instead, a threat is communicated which in turn allows, among other things, greater attention to be paid officially to “camouflage” charities and “terrorist” use of the Internet. Nevertheless, it is somewhat of a truism to note that terrorist violence is ultimately defined or characterized, for purposes of legal prohibition, within a highly politicized atmosphere. Starting with a short summary of “anti-terrorist” codification efforts made this century, this article examines some of the “security interests” cited by governments today in their respective struggles against “terrorism.” More specifically, it is argued that individual perceptions of personal and societal threat are heightened unnecessarily not only by a constant stream of governmental “anti-terrorist” rhetoric, but further, by an awareness of official and unofficial methods of “anti-terrorist” surveillance, and the use to which the information so obtained can be put.
I. Introduction

On 26 June 1996, the G7, meeting in Lyon, approved a call from United States President Bill Clinton for a new international alliance to fight terrorist attacks. In the words of President Clinton, terrorism is

(T)he greatest security challenge of the twenty-first century. ... We cannot have economic security in a global economy unless we can stand against those forces of terrorism. The U.S. will lead the way and we expect our allies to walk with us hand in hand.¹

Prompted in large part by a spate of recent terrorist attacks, the G7 proceeded to condemn world terrorism "in all its manifestations regardless of its perpetrators or motives." It was agreed further that "terrorism is a heinous crime and there must be no excuse or exception in bringing its perpetrators to justice." All countries were invited to join their efforts "to thwart the activities of terrorists and their supporters."²

At a follow-up special ministerial meeting on 30 July, in Paris, two main themes were pursued: transport security and the threat of bombings.³ Specific measures agreed to by sixteen G7 foreign and security ministers, and Russia, included the easing of extradition arrangements, a clampdown on terrorist use of the Internet and "camouflage" charities, and the establishment of "a directory of counter-terrorist skills" in order to combat different types of terrorism.⁴ U.S. proposals to impose isolating economic
and other sanctions against states alleged to sponsor terrorism received a lukewarm response, as being too simplistic in view of radical changes in the nature of terrorism in recent years.\(^5\)

As can be seen from these statements, no effort is made to define that which is prohibited. This is perhaps logical in that there is to date no generally accepted definition of terrorism. On the other hand, acts of terrorism may be characterized by the fear they spread. The fear thus generated is then utilized to coerce changes in policy or behavior, thereby short-circuiting political processes which might otherwise produce the same result. If however an act of terrorism is simply "a heinous crime", much of the modern rhetoric surrounding efforts to define terrorism as a separable phenomenon appears insignificant.\(^6\) Thus, what is communicated in these G7 statements is the existence of a danger to world security which must be countered through mutual co-operation.\(^7\)

In view of this absence of definition, it is the purpose of this article to explore the outlawing of "terrorist" acts of political violence within the context of various of the "security interests" alluded to in the G7 statements noted above.\(^8\) The structure of this discussion is as follows. First, a short general background is given of the origin and development of what today is referred to as terrorism. Efforts made this century to define terrorism, and to achieve international co-operation in the legal prohibition and criminalization of non-state terrorist acts, are then outlined briefly. The
contemporary environment in which anti-terrorist laws are increasingly being enacted is the focal point of inquiry, and it is argued in particular that democratic governments heighten perceptions of threat, to national security for example, to justify the use of such "anti-terrorist" devices as official and unofficial methods of surveillance, and Internet monitoring. In turn, this must result in an increase in arbitrary constraints on individual private behavior.

II. Terrorism: Origins and Definitions

(a) The Origins of a Word

The word "terrorism" derives from the era of the French Revolution and the Jacobin Dictatorship, during which a state-directed policy of inflicting terror was practised to obtain political and social control. As the Revolution was exported to the rest of Europe, the word gained international currency in both domestic and international, individual and state, contexts. In turn, popular resistance to the Napoleonic invasion of the Spanish Peninsula led to a new concept of modern warfare - the "guerrilla," which derives from the Spanish word "guerra" and translates as "little war." As a weapon of politics and warfare, however, the use of group terrorism can be traced easily to more ancient times.

For example, by the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, a group known as the "Assassins" had appeared. The term "assassin" derives from Arabic, and translates as "hashish-eaters." The group were sectarian Moslem fanatics, who,
acting under the influence of drugs, used murder as a political weapon. The solitary terrorist actor, on the other hand, appeared with the rise of the nation-state. Friedlander notes that the centralization of political structures during the formative period of the national state led to “a philosophic justification for individualized attacks against ... the visible symbol of the new statism” (usually the monarch), as well as against abuses of public power, generally.

By the mid-nineteenth century, many extradition treaties exempted fugitives accused of “political offenses” or “crimes of a political character” from extradition. The development of the political offense exception originated during the French Revolution when France offered sanctuary to revolutionary dissidents from other parts of Europe. The decades following the Congress of Vienna saw the growth of a European-wide revolutionary tradition. Most Western European governments were encouraged to modify their stance on the grant of asylum to alleged perpetrators of political crimes.

Revolutionary terrorism achieved its classic form in nineteenth century Russia. While many commentators insist that Mikhail Bakunin, founder of radical anarchism, should be considered the archetype of revolutionary terrorism, the anarchist movement was by no means the only terror organization which endeavored to transform Russian society and government by assassination politics prior to World War I. Revolutionary terrorism was also utilized as an unofficial instrument of national foreign policy elsewhere.
in Europe. For example, the Union or Death Society, popularly known as the Black Hand, was a secret Serbian revolutionary organization whose primary aim was to bring about a Greater Serbia. Its tactics included transnational acts of assassination, and the Austrian Archduke Franz Ferdinand was assassinated in June 1914 by a terrorist trained by the Black Hand.16

Only the conservative regimes of Prussia, Russia, Austria, and Naples continued during this time to advocate that ideologically similar nations should use their extradition laws to help suppress each other’s revolutionaries.17 On the other hand, specific protections for Heads of State also began to emerge by the mid-nineteenth century. Related attempts early this century to organize an international response to terrorism were more germane to immigration issues. These included a protocol concerning measures to be taken against the anarchist movement, signed on behalf of nine states at St. Petersburg, 1 - 14 March 1904, an administrative convention for the exchange of information concerning individuals dangerous to society, signed at Buenos Aires, 20 October 1905, and an agreement concerning mutual defense against undesirable foreigners, signed at Quito, 10 August 1935.18

(b) Early Efforts at Definition: the 1937 Terrorist Convention

A legal commentator in 1933 indicated that it is more desirable for the world community to proscribe and punish certain offenses than to attempt any unification of
criminal law. By this point in time, several bipartite agreements already related to the suppression of terrorism, and many extradition treaties contained clauses excluding attempts against Heads of State from the list of political offenses.

On the other hand, and with particular regard to the political offense exception, it was also noted in 1933 that "(t)he definition of this category tends to become broader in an era of exacerbated nationalism like the present." This observation was made within the context of achieving a sufficient level of international co-operation to ensure that domestic legislation would permit states to exercise jurisdiction over criminal acts wherever they might be committed. Nevertheless, there remained two major obstacles: first, divergences of law and procedure between legal systems are difficult to reconcile for this purpose; secondly, the full exchange of information in a "logical and just division among the various countries of their sovereign jurisdiction to punish for crime" is not only difficult to achieve, but can be expensive.

The assassinations of King Alexander I of Yugoslavia and the French Minister for Foreign Affairs, appearing together at Marseilles on 9 October 1934, brought matters to a head. The extradition of persons accused of the assassinations was refused by Italy on the grounds that the offense was political. The Council of the League of Nations then received a memorandum from the French Government regarding "international measures" for the suppression of political crimes. The Council set up a
Committee of Experts to draft a Convention “to assure the repression of conspiracies or crimes committed with a political purpose.”

On 16 November 1937, the League of Nations opened the Terrorism Convention for signature. It was promptly signed by the representatives of twenty states. Article 1(1) reaffirms the duty of “every state to refrain from any act designed to encourage terrorist activities directed against another state.” Article 1(2) defines “acts of terrorism” as “criminal acts directed against a state.” Such acts must be “intended or calculated to create a state of terror in the minds of particular persons, or a group of persons or the general public.” Article 2 specifies the acts which should constitute terrorist criminal offenses, in order that each High Contracting Party could implement domestic penal legislation. These Article 2 acts, in synopsis, are as follows:

1. Wilfully causing death, grievous bodily harm or loss of liberty to Heads of State, their equivalents, their spouses, or other persons charged with public functions;
2. Wilful destruction of public property;
3. Wilfully endangering the lives of members of the public;
4. Wilfully attempting the above offenses;
5. Manufacturing, obtaining, possessing, or supplying arms, etc., for the commission of the above offenses.
Article 2 indicates that the prosecution and punishment of violent political crimes turn on domestic interpretations of the nature of the violent act, as follows:

... (I)f they (terrorist acts) are directed against another High Contracting Party and if they constitute acts of terrorism within the meaning of Article 1.

Article 19 provides:

The present Convention does not affect the principle that, provided the offender is not allowed to escape punishment owing to an omission in the criminal law, the characterization of the various offences dealt with in the present Convention, the imposition of sentences, the methods of prosecution and trial, and the rules as to mitigating circumstances, pardon and amnesty are determined in each country by the provisions of domestic law.

These provisions in particular are of interest because their precise wording allows a prosecuting state a wide scope for discretion in interpretation. The danger is that a state which refuses to interpret an offense as criminal for purposes of prosecution, or to extradite the alleged offender for reasons of sovereignty or suspected judicial injustice in the requesting state, for example, may find itself accused of intervention in the internal
affairs of the requesting state, and embroil itself in a situation of interstate friction.

State and regional traditions of asylum, and strong national sympathies may interject political considerations into the analysis, ensuring that the political offense exception - or other interpretational device - remains applicable. A grant of asylum may also obviate the risk of prosecution for what can be interpreted as a political offense. Further, any refusal to extradite, where arguably there is a clear duty to do so, still leaves the custodial state with the duty to prosecute, although this may be conducted sympathetically.

Thus, the picture which emerges in 1937, and which endures in anti-terrorist, refugee, extradition, etc., codifications alike, is one of a community of states which is reluctant to cede, individually, its powers of sovereign authoritative interpretation for purposes of co-ordinating characterizations of the criminality of particular acts in domestic law. As of 1 January 1941, only India had ratified the Terrorism Convention, and it never entered into force.

III. Contemporary Approaches to Terrorism

(a) Codification Efforts since 1945

Anti-terrorist provisions are reflected in post-1945 human rights codifications, in measures to protect civil aviation, and in broader declarations such as United Nations General Assembly Resolutions, and the Helsinki accords. Benchmarks utilized to identify terrorist acts
within these many contexts include acts such as the wanton targeting of innocent civilians or their property for motives unrelated to the damage inflicted.29

Other commentators employ the language of warfare, and an obvious characteristic of the post-1945 era has been the attempt to regulate tactics of terror-violence deployed by liberation fighters utilizing “direct action.”30 However, while the use of force in an armed conflict strictly speaking is already regulated by international humanitarian law, an armed conflict must first be recognized, and it is largely for this reason that much terrorism is viewed as perpetrated during so-called “peacetime.”31 The negative effect of such a view is the specter of the political offense exception, which by its nature is afforded on a country-specific basis, and threatens international efforts to co-ordinate measures against the use of terrorism.

There are essentially two predictors of the success of mutual co-operation in terrorist matters: legal tradition, and political alliance. In this respect, the European Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism of 1977, signed under the auspices of the Council of Europe32, and the U.S.–U.K. Supplementary Extradition Treaty of 198533, are of interest. Both codifications were drafted with the armed situation occurring in Northern Ireland since the late 1960s in mind. While neither agreement attempts to define terrorism, and each is silent regarding the issue of armed conflicts for self-determination, both agreements list specific offenses to be excluded from the political
offense exception for purposes of extradition, and the two lists are similar.\textsuperscript{34}

The main difference between the two is that the European Convention is not an extradition treaty, and thus is viewed as merely providing a basis for extradition. Otherwise, the scope afforded for discretion in determining the non/-extradition of an alleged terrorist offender differs. For example, Article 3(a) of the U.S.-U.K. Extradition Treaty allows extradition to be denied if it can be shown the individual would suffer religious, political or racial discrimination upon return. However, as the two countries are self-styled "stable democracies"\textsuperscript{35}, the accused carries a heavy burden of proof and he still, no doubt, will be prosecuted. Article 5 of the European Convention on the other hand utilizes the formula of "race, religion, nationality or political opinion." Further, Article 13 allows a Contracting State to declare that it reserves the right to refuse extradition for any of the listed terrorist offenses it considers a "political offence, an offence connected with a political offence or an offence inspired by political motives."

Obviously, states which share the same or similar juridical sources may find mutual co-operation more attainable. Similarly, offense-specific agreements have been more favorably received\textsuperscript{36}, generally speaking, than global anti-terrorist codifications. Thus, the prospects for success of the International Law Commission's current project under United Nations auspices to develop a global
Draft Code of Crimes against the Peace and Security of Mankind is of interest.

The Draft Code is designed to deal, *inter alia*, with war crimes, and genocide through a treaty format. The inclusion of crimes of international terrorism remains controversial, although the special rapporteur has proposed such crimes be retained. This was a project commenced after World War II which stalled during the Cold War. It has recently been revived by the United Nations but doubts exist as to its future acceptability on any universalized basis.37

(b) The Dilemmas of Codification
A preliminary point regarding such global efforts to criminalize acts of terrorism as developed recently by the G7 and Russia is that the effective deterrence of political violence depends on individual domestic state action and interpretation of specifically defined acts. In turn, achieving such a high level of mutual co-operation in terrorist (or criminal) matters is made problematic by world disunity in other areas, such as human rights. For example, an Islamic faction may "terrorize" women who wish to work outside the home and to vote, or who do not wish to wear the veil. An ethnic war may erupt in which torture or murder against innocent civilians is practised as a matter of course.

A perception that states can only control the incidence of terrorism, as well as rises in ordinary crime, through repressive internal policies works in aid of those
governments which criminalize modes of individual behavior posing a threat to their political legitimacy. Moreover, variations between states in their domestic definition of “terrorism” constitutes evidence that the labeling process is a highly politicized one. As state prosecutors, generally-speaking, need only treat a particular terrorist allegation as a serious criminal matter, whether, or how, the state proceeds remains open. In turn, the domestic law in force, or the interpretation of it by the relevant authorities, may prove ineffective when the time arrives to apprehend or prosecute “terrorists.”

It will be apparent by this point in the discussion that the many efforts to define and control world terrorism thus depend to a certain extent on the context in which it appears desirable to criminalize a proscribed act. Friedlander argues however that

(E)ven though there is no acceptable legal definition as of this date, there need not be if one deals with terrorism as a criminal act. Whatever the means and however employed, acts of terror-violence are common crimes in every civilized society on this earth. Therefore, an exact legal definition is not necessary, if one merely deals with the elements of the actus reus in question: murder, serious bodily harm, reckless endangerment, intentional infliction of severe mental distress.
Viewed in this light, defining precisely for political or legal purposes what is (or is not) an act of terrorism loses much of its significance.\textsuperscript{40} Put simply, if the inherent political nature of terrorism is ignored, terrorist acts can be identified more easily for purposes of prosecution. The sheer variety of motives, actors, arenas of activity, and target audiences, further serve to cloud any attempt to distinguish terrorist activity from pure criminal acts, e.g., for personal gain.\textsuperscript{41} It can also be argued plausibly that defining "terrorism" through the lens of its allegedly "inherent" political nature is practicably impossible. A definition which requires evidence of an intent to spread fear (for whatever purpose) by means of acts of violence is completely different, and much more problematic, than a requirement of proof of an intent to throw a bomb, for instance.

On the other hand, a simplistic approach to the identification of terrorist offenses implies that each such offense must be specifically listed, which in fact has been the preferred formula of many anti-terrorist codifications. The latter formula is also problematic for two reasons. The first has already been discussed: states retain a degree of discretion when deciding whether to extradite or prosecute particular violent offenders, and terrorist acts which have mixed "criminal" and "political" elements may elicit a sympathetic response from interpreting authorities, and lead to a grant of asylum.

Secondly, a government may exempt itself from prosecution for acts of terrorism perpetrated by its agents
in the course of official duty, which official acts may in turn provoke unlawful "terrorist" activity. Thus, while mutuality of state interest in the suppression of international terrorism is necessary before assistance and co-operation arrangements can be made workable, the scope afforded to state discretion undercuts this mutuality, particularly when political crimes are in issue.43

IV. Terrorism and the Interests of Security

(a) Situating 'Terrorism'

International anti-terrorist co-operation is achieved in both bi-lateral and multi-lateral formats which require governments individually to implement extradition and/or anti-terrorist laws reflecting levels of dual criminality for these purposes.44 Nevertheless, a politicized process of characterization and identification, which exhibits both the dictates of domestic culture and the power relations within it, are what lie at the heart of much of the effectiveness of state penal law in general, and anti-terrorist law harmonization in particular.

As noted above, abuses of public power during the rise of the nation-state led to a modern philosophic justification for acts of political violence. During the French Revolution, revolutionary terrorists violently seized and maintained social and political control. During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, increased protections afforded to Heads of State, the regulation of the movements of "undesirable foreigners," and the relative acceptance by states of the political
offense exception to prosecution or extradition indicate that broad limits of "permissible revolutionary activity" existed.

In regard to the latter point, it is of central interest to this section that Western governments in particular have struggled for centuries to contain the incidence of "terrorism" within strategic, and utilitarian, parameters. More recently, the Cold War between U.S. and U.S.S.R. strategic interests ensured sufficient non-co-operation between them in international matters to permit correspondingly competing analyses of the causes of the phenomenon of international terrorism. Today, and as reflected in the G7 statements noted at the beginning of this discussion, a largely free market post-Cold War environment still finds itself presented with the threat of terrorism, the difference now being that terrorism is referred to as "the greatest security challenge of the twenty-first century," and that "security" appears collective. In other words, world governments appear prepared to "advocate ... that ideologically similar nations should use their laws ... to help suppress each other's revolutionaries" once again.

This new shift in perspective may be due to the fact that terrorist violence is still characterized as having been crucial historically to centralizations of, and shifts in, interstate power relations. For example, revolutionary terrorism and terrorist anarchism are depicted as rooted, for purposes of rationale, in the oppression of the working class particularly during the nineteenth century era of
Western industrialization. After 1945, much of the
literature on terrorism shifted to analyses of the sources
of funding of Third World liberation armies (or “terrorist
bands”), as such groups struggled against colonial
domination and capitalist imperialism.

Today, interpretations of the use of political
violence may be redefined once again, particularly in
relation to modern issue-structures such as the
international politics of domestic state poverty, or the
globalization of sophisticated communications systems like
the Internet. However, proposed G7 and Russian co-
operation in the specific form of measures such as a clamp-
down on terrorist use of the Internet and “camouflage”
charities, and the establishment of “a directory of
counter-terrorist skills,” risks increasing levels of
tolerance to violence by governments, terrorists, and
victimized populations alike, and it is this latter point
which is now developed.

(b) Terrorism, Labeling, and Communication
Each violent act perpetrated by gun-toting, bomb-throwing
“terrorists” such as Carlos the Jackal, the members of the
Beider-Meinhof gang, the Abu Nidal Organization, the
I.R.A., the P.L.O., the rebel groups fighting until
recently for Chechen independence, involves the
destruction of life or property without the sanction of the
law. In other words, each act occurs beyond the penumbra
of the state monopoly on the use of force. Thus, each of
the enumerated acts politically may be termed “terrorism.”
As previously indicated, state identification of "terrorist" groups or individuals, and the legal qualifications attributed to their activities, depends in the final analysis on a high level of political control over the labeling process, as well as the effective communication of this process. Thus, effective communication through language use is very much at the heart of both terrorist and anti-terrorist activities.

Equally, it is possible that particular "terrorist" acts are not criminalized (or prosecuted) by some governments for political reasons. The U.S. defines terrorism, for purposes of civil remedies, for instance, to exclude damage caused by war, by the U.S., its officers or those of foreign states acting within their official capacities. Instead, "terrorism" is an activity involving violent acts which: (1) violate U.S. criminal laws or the law of any state; (2) appear to be intended to intimidate or coerce a civilian population, to influence the policy of a government, or to affect the conduct of a government by assassination or kidnapping; and (3) occur primarily outside the territorial jurisdiction of the U.S.\textsuperscript{59}

Not surprisingly, this definition makes no distinction between acts of liberation armies, violent acts perpetrated for personal gain, or violence related to psychological causes, nor does this definition make justiciable in the indicated manner acts which might otherwise be viewed as acts of terrorism where they are performed by U.S. or foreign officials in their official capacities.\textsuperscript{60} Further, by viewing members of terrorist organizations as individual
juridical subjects, who each carry individual penal responsibility, formal egalitarian political frameworks may be maintained. This definition also appears to allow the exercise of extraterritorial jurisdiction.

Whether or not this particular U.S. definition encapsulates and assumes the immunity afforded by the act of state doctrine – which allows in certain circumstances a basic differentiation in conduct between the behavioral discipline and standards required of ordinary U.S. citizens and that of state and federal officials, or their representatives – the politically dominant class which can exempt itself from prosecution in this manner illustrates the double standard involved in the official power to identify “terrorists.” Put more plainly, and by way of example, the special protection afforded to Heads of State and other state officials by many terrorist codifications means that “the creation of a specially protected class of governmental officials has had the effect of legitimizing all regimes under the protective cover of anti-terrorist statutes.”

Any international harmonization of anti-terrorist criminal standards by the world community is thus efficacious for purposes of normalizing the concepts with which participating states can identify and take action regarding individual “terrorists.” Moreover, this point supports the notion that states sharing the same or similar juridical sources may find mutual co-operation more attainable, and further implies a second level of collectivist duality: “terrorist” individuals can be
approached more systematically through contexts of (1) "binary division and branding" (good/evil, right/wrong), and of (2) "coercive assignment, of differential distribution"(how the terrorist is to be characterized, etc.).

Nevertheless, states can also deprive dissenters of their voice in this normalized and systematic way, particularly as acts of terrorism are capable of interpretation in language other than that employed by a government to describe measures necessary for the maintenance of law and order. While it is not the purpose of this article to justify, or apologize for the perpetrators of political violence, it has unfortunately become something of a truism that generalized official rhetoric surrounding terrorism and extradition can obscure equally viable arguments regarding "rights" entitlements.

In turn, the effective undermining of the potential legitimacy of group-based claims through official techniques which isolate or segregate the voices of dissent can exacerbate the incidence of violence.

Thus, an individually-focused legal and political process which erases group membership serves to insulate a terrorist-targeted state from accusations of rights deprivations. "Terrorist" agitators may counter perceived government repression of this kind with violent acts followed by justificatory verbal signals. Moreover, the use of terrorist tactics may also reflect a group desire to disseminate a lack of tolerance or impatience with constitutional processes, a fundamental disagreement with
governmental goal structures, or a desire to create for international consumption the appearance both of a viable political relationship with a target government, and a competent, legal existence.

(c) Governments and Force

Domestic legal norms are used to regulate the use of violence in a society, and official force is the tool of last resort, preferably, with which governments maintain public order. Devlin notes for example that violence is officially authorized by the legislative and executive branches of government, is sanctioned by the judiciary, and is perpetrated through policy, the use of the military, etc. Official force is efficient in terms of time and available resources, and when used, it may be difficult to mount a legal challenge to it.

Violence is thus endemic to any conception of modern law, and the legal qualification assigned to an act against which official force is used determines subsequent assessment of responsibility and liability. Responsibility for a terrorist act is determined by the legal qualification attributed to the act by a threatened government, or in some cases a third state. Moreover, assessments of responsibility for damage to life or property interests resulting from terrorism (or crime) have political consequences. The adverse political consequences which flow from terrorist damage operate therefore in inverse proportion to the trust which a government strives
to engender in its ability to maintain law, order, and economic stability.

Such "trust" in turn is a function of a government's ability to normalize modes of individual, disciplined conduct - in other words, to reduce the risk of "criminals" and "terrorists" disrupting civil life. Giddens in particular notes that "'trust' operates in environments of risk, in which varying levels of security, or protection against dangers, can be achieved." The trust placed in an airline pilot to arrive safely at the desired destination is illustrative of this point, implying further that trust results from perceptions of reliability within the context of contingent outcomes.

Moreover, trust in the operation of an individual state public order system, as expressed through a decision to invest foreign capital for example, provides some evidence of a belief in the correctness (or at least, effectiveness) of the principles which underlie the domestic legal norms used to regulate societal levels of violence generally, and, in particular, the efficacy of governmental uses of force in the event of civil disorder. Such foreign investment "trust" can be the result of government assurances to this effect, as well as of prior records of reliability.

Nevertheless, a state which can only enforce societal discipline (and thus engender "trust") by enacting overly-repressive laws in areas of international intercourse such as immigration, asylum, terrorism, and ordinary crime risks the perception that it cannot otherwise protect citizens
and business interests. For instance, the ready use of military or police force by states to control domestic life and political activity may transform missions to restore public order into low-intensity warfare\(^7\), and "routinize" emergency situations, generally.\(^7\) Perhaps more importantly for purposes of the present discussion, any corresponding refusal to hold officials or soldiers responsible or accountable for atrocities committed during "peacetime" public order maintenance missions\(^7\) further exacerbates the inter-state lack of consensus regarding a satisfactory approach to international terrorism.

It should by now be apparent that domestic state political processes and interstate relations alike may be hindered by a heavy-handed maintenance of public order. Inter-penetrations between the many local and global considerations implicated in trade or human rights issues further support the importance of projecting an image of reliability and trustworthiness in the stability of the internal order of each state concerned.

Western governments in particular have traditions of democratic legitimacy to maintain, but "the rapidity of change in conditions of modernity"\(^7\), amongst other factors, has meant that resources for these purposes are concentrated increasingly on more subtle mechanisms. Control-through-surveillance, rather than resort being made to the more openly-repressive tactics of military or totalitarian regimes, forms the focal point of the next section.
Turning once again to the purely domestic situation from which the "trust" just discussed arises, it can be argued that control over individual activity produces the requisite institutional discipline to attract investment. By way of corollary, such control carries the additional benefit of potentially deterring crime. As stated by President Clinton, "(w)e cannot have economic security in a global economy unless we can stand against those forces of terrorism." In other words, just as military discipline leads to reliability in arms, employable skills require a "web of workplace discipline", and from discipline, surveillance over human activity flows.

In similar vein, Giddens adds:

... (A)dministrative concentration depends ... upon the development of 'surveillance' capacities, ... . Surveillance refers to the supervision of the activities of subject populations in the political sphere - although its importance as a basis of administrative power is by no means confined to that sphere. Supervision may be direct (as in ... prisons, schools, or open workplaces), but more characteristically it is indirect and based upon the control of information.77

... (T)here are close substantive connections between the surveillance operations of nation-states and the altered nature of military power in the modern period. The successful monopoly of the means of violence on
the part of the modern state rests upon the secular maintenance of new codes of criminal law, plus the supervisory control of ‘deviance.’

Therefore, it can be argued plausibly that increased powers of surveillance activity on the part of, and within, industrialized states translate easily not only into greater levels of social control over individual life, but further, into facilitating the criminalization of modes of behavior which may constitute a danger to the “trust” ruling elites need to attract. Reducing a “terrorist” act which affects economic stability to a strict liability crime, in which only the actus reus matters, is merely a step away.

Moreover, while it is not difficult to view terrorism as a separably identifiable phenomenon on the basis of its “inherent” political nature, the widespread diffusion by government and media of the notions of fear and apprehension through many aspects of popular life and culture heightens perceptions of generalized risk, and creates additional conceptual space in which governments can interfere in daily life. For example, the word “terrorism” is being utilized emotively, rather than intellectually, to describe the content of film, the mechanization of modern banking, the links between information technology and child pornography, and societal relations in general. The negative economic effects of conservatism/neoliberalism are focused upon by some
commentators as producing the conditions in which acts of terrorism may arise and thrive.  

Assuming that “trust” implies an absence, or reduction, of the elements of risk within the context of contingent outcomes, what becomes central to increasing the levels of public tolerance to official (and unofficial) violence is trust in governmental “peacekeeping,” itself sourced in an image of reliability, whether of government leaders, operations systems, and/or internal means to maintain order, and thus counter threats.

While this latter point illustrates the efficacy for post-Cold War governments of employing collectively the rhetoric of danger and security, another concern involves the parallel explosion in global communications. Terrorist use of mechanisms such as the Internet is the subject of recent G7 action. Nevertheless, a more generalized approach to access to information must also be considered for reasons which in the final analysis are exacerbated by politicized definitions of terrorism.

For example, global communications facilitate multinational corporate interests as easily as they do the interests of international terrorists and criminals, and Sloan in particular expresses concern that “the developed democratic orders” are the most sophisticated consumers and manipulators of computer and informational technology. In exploring the organization and activities of the private security firms which service corporate security and surveillance capabilities, Sloan highlights the fact that governments may be pursued to factor-in the scope of
these private facilities when calculating the state resources required to maintain law and order.

The capacity for individual governments to gauge the extent and availability of all the security operations and resources available to them, in order to subsequently interpret what is and what is not (or will not be) considered criminal and/or terrorist activity, is then in issue. For example, should a government draft legislation which does not extend similar forms of public scrutiny and control over the activities of private security interests as it does over its own law enforcement and intelligence communities, the private ability to intrude into, control, and threaten the social, political, and private lives of individual citizens - a form of psychological terrorism - can go unchecked. Further, whether the power exists to extend such legislation extra-territorially to control the security activities of a multinational operating in different states is unclear.

Conversely, governments which do not choose to over-regulate the security activities of corporations, or of private security firms, can themselves rely on these private facilities to avoid public accountability, which in turn constitutes a further risk to traditional notions of individual liberty. The ease with which private interests can conduct surveillance activities, and threaten the personal security zones of individuals, and the ease with which the information gathered can be acquired and manipulated by an employer or government agent alike, means that any resulting personal intimidation can be made highly
individualized. In turn, the connectivity of experience between "targeted" individuals is broken.

The multinational corporation (or other interest group) which can utilize its information technology to exert coercive control over citizens in different states through its access to and manipulation of personal data may also be of great benefit to a variety of governments in their efforts collectively to coerce modes of domestic order and individual behavior. Moreover, client governments can better obviate the risk of communicating an impression that physical force is required domestically to fulfill the security obligations of trade and other interests.

The global availability of surveillance capability carries enormous implications when the time arrives for legislators and intergovernmental experts to co-operate on definitions of "terrorism," and to identify "terrorists." In other words, while the economically "undisciplined," criminalized terrorist may be guilty of throwing bombs - literally - for political purposes, his brother, the surveillance expert, may also represent a threat to life or property by his ability to manipulate and distort personal information. The former receives a prison sentence. The latter, because he works in furtherance of some system of superior power, receives police protection, or, just a lack of legislative control.

V. Conclusion
U.S. proposals to impose sanctions on terrorist-sponsoring states were sidestepped by the G7 in late July 1996 largely on the basis that the nature of terrorism has changed radically in recent years. For example, while "terrorist" tactics have to a certain extent been assessed traditionally against forms of conventional warfare, it has now become argueable that "the boundary between terrorism and legitimate resistance" encompasses perspectives which extend far beyond the more conventional confines of physical force and murderous violence. Thus, the security considerations noted early in this discussion cannot be confined within contexts of literalism, by which is meant a neutral approach to solving the problem of political violence.

Chomsky on the other hand has stressed the limits of the doctrinal system in which definitions of "terrorism" and "terrorist" are restricted to a certain class of criminal acts and actors. Nevertheless, the focal point of this discussion has been the fact that terrorist violence is ultimately defined or characterized, for purposes of legal prohibition, within a highly politicized atmosphere. In particular, legal definitions of terrorism which encourage a government, the media, or other special interest group, to employ the rhetoric of danger and fear in order to intrude in the private lives of citizens in an unwarranted manner do nothing more than normalize societal expectations of, and tolerance to, increasing levels of social violence.
The question whether to meet behind the potted plant in cyberspace thus needs refining. Despite the sheer nudity of the power relations through which official perspectives on terrorism have been contextualized historically, the more contemporary dilemma of how to (ad)dress the “terrorist” during an electronic rendez-vous clearly exposes the less edifying end(s) of democracy.
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